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What makes anatase much more efficient as a catalyst or photocatalyst than the other TiO2 polymorphs, in 
particular rutile, still escapes understanding. Transport is certainly an issue since it is involved in all charge 
transfers that accompany (photo)chemical reactions. The conductivity of TiO2 depends on the nature of charge 
carriers that seems to be polymorph dependent. It is intimately linked to the occurrence of defects such as O 
vacancies and Ti interstitials in the surface region. These latter give rise to excess electrons localized on Ti 
cations and distorting the lattice creating polarons. The corresponding deep trapped states seen in many 
spectroscopies argue against the apparent high electron mobility that supposes free states. Transport by 
polaron hopping or more delocalized states is still an open question related to the spatial extension of the 
distortion. Rutile seems to be more prone for small polaron while anatase apparently favors large ones. 
However, the situation is blurred by the nature of bulk and surface defects and their relative contributions to 
conductivity which depends on polymorph. 

To unambiguously probe excess electrons, model experiments on single crystal surfaces in controlled 
environment are required [1-5]. The thesis aims at exploring a completely original approach. The defect 
electronic properties will be probed in temperature and upon absorption, at rutile-(110) and anatase-(101)/(100) 
surfaces that are well-controlled at INSP, by a combination of High Resolution Electron Energy Loss 
Spectroscopy (HREELS) and Infra-red Absorption Spectroscopy. Being sensitive to all surface excitations 
(phonon, plasmon, gap-states, interband-transitions, molecular vibrations), HREELS is a unique technique in 
this context; our group has developed an original approach combining HREELS measurements and dielectric 
simulations [2-5] to determine surface and sub-surface electronic properties of oxide surfaces. Conductivity 
characterization will be tackled from middle to far infra-red experiments, the latter being performed at 
synchrotron SOLEIL on a home-made setup. In parallel, the nature of surface and sub-surface defects and 
their reactivity towards probe molecules (O2, H2O, CO, H2) will be characterized by scanning tunneling 
microscopy and photoemission spectroscopy. 
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The interested candidate should have a good background in material science and solid state physics with a 
strong taste for experiments. 
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